
There are many benefits to using 12½ gauge woven wire over 
chain link fence for securing a solar field perimeter..

• COST  Woven wire fences cost less than traditional chain link 
fences because they weigh less and require fewer posts.

• DEER EXCLUSION  8-foot woven wire is designed exclusively 
for excluding deer and is a greater deterrent than standard 
7-foot chain link fence. In addition, it does an equally fine job at 
preventing casual human trespassers.

• WILDLIFE FRIENDLY  Woven wire can allow small predators 
to pass through the fence to control rodent populations and 
reduce damage to equipment. 

• ECO-FRIENDLY MAINTENANCE  By using an agricultural 
fence, solar field owners can safely graze animals underneath 
panels as an alternative to mowing, saving fuel and other costs.

• AESTHETICS  Because of its lighter gauge, woven wire is less 
visible than other types of perimeter fencing and will better 
blend with the natural landscape.

• LONGEVITY  8-foot high black woven wire provides the 
longest available lifespan, warrantied at a minimum of 40 
years. Beneath the black paint lies a protective self-annealing 
zinc-aluminum coating which will heal the wire from nicks and 
scrapes. 
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Since our beginning in 1978, Wellscroft has been the Northeast’s leading expert in dependable 
fencing systems for all types of animal inclusion and exclusion. Wellscroft’s eight foot high woven 
wire deer exclusion fence is an effective, economical and eco-friendly choice for securing solar arrays, 
greenfields, brownfields, and landfills.
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ABOUT WELLSCROFT

Call toll-free: 855-327-6336
or shop online at  WELLSCROFT.COM

Wellscroft Fence Systems is  
New England’s foremost 
agricultural fence 
provider specializing in 
the containment and 
protection of livestock and 
crops.  For more than 40 

years, Wellscroft has tested the products we sell on our 
own New Hampshire farm.  If a product fails the quality test 
on our farm, we don’t sell it.  It’s this methodology which 
has crafted a line of high quality products, many of which 
are proudly made in the USA.  Wellscroft stands by our 
entire inventory with a 30-day money-back guarantee.
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Since each state may have different building code which applies to fencing, it’s im-
portant to check with the local building inspector to verify that woven wire is per-
mitted for that area. Woven wire can be erected on wood posts or steel pipe. Since 
it is a physical fence, it is critical to have proper bracing at the ends and corners to 
help support the tension this fence requires. 

Wellscroft also supplies heavy duty mesh-filled gates, 8 feet high and up to 16 feet 
long, to allow for equipment access into solar fields.

Why Choose WELLScroft

We operate in rural New Hampshire 
according to bedrock practices that haven’t 
changed since our company was founded in 
1978. You can  count on us for:

■   Quality products that we have field-tested on  
       our own working farm. If a product does not  
       work or stand the test of time, we will not   
       carry it.
 
■  Expert guidance and information to help you  
      select & design the best fence for your needs.

■  Individual attention to all customers, whether  
      you are a large commercial farmer or a   
      beginning backyard gardener.

■  High-quality shipping that is fast, reliable and  
      economical. 

■   30-day money-back guarantee on all our   
       products.


